Extreme Closeup.

SPONSORED CONTENT

MID-RANGE

ROBUST
EDGING SYSTEM
ideal for in-house finishing
RACE THROUGH WORKLOADS
WITH NEKSIA, THE NEXTGENERATION KAPPA.

BACK STORY
Speed, precision and ease of use define Neksia,
which is offered with or without drilling. Neksia
has a full range of finishing functions: tracing,
centering, blocking, edging, grooving, safetybeveling and polishing. It can also handle a wide
spectrum of premium lenses and frames. Neksia
has a user-friendly touch screen, extended frame
tracking, and fast and precise lens centering so
ECPs can access the setting quickly.

WOW FACTOR

DETAILS
Neksia, from Essilor Instruments, is built on a
reliable and durable platform that combines
a high-performance edger and frame-tracing
system with a computer-assisted centering
and blocking device. Together, they work
seamlessly to optimize workflow. Neksia is an

ideal edger for in-house finishing. ECPs who
install the Neksia finishing product will soon
realize a quick and sizeable return on their
investment. They can now replace patients’
lenses and frames at a faster rate and in doing
so, ramp up patient satisfaction.

With Neksia, Essilor Instruments combines
years of experience in high-performance and
precise edging into one of the most userfriendly and productive systems yet. One
practice manager said: “Our Neksia has
completely changed the way our lab operates.
The speed and efficiency has allowed us to
double our lab’s output. The Essilor team that
installed the Neksia was second to none. They
had the unit installed and had us completely
trained in just a few hours. This speaks to the
knowledge of the sales manager and also to
the ease of the Neksia system.” n
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